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Brady Review of Fatalities and Serious
Accidents 2000-2019
Recommendation 5 – Controls to manage hazards
Industry needs to focus on effectiveness of controls, and
implementing higher order controls.
‘Firstly, the corrective actions put in place after anincident,
typically to prevent reoccurrence, are examined.’
‘The underlying factors for these absent controls often
stemmed from decisions made at a supervisory and
organisational level in organisations.’
BHP Call to action:
Remaining focused on verifying controls with a lens on higher
order (hard) controls through:
Ø Field leadership activities such as CCOs

Figure 22 Brady Report- Highest order control put in place in the aftermath of a Serious Accident

Ø Supervisors reviewing and coaching the quality of risk
assessment in field.
Ø Identifying corrective actions in investigations that eliminate
the risk or separate people from the hazard
Ø LV-HV separation and other hard control programs
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Safety Hard Controls Program
• Recognition that fatal risk mitigation should focus
on hard controls such as elimination, substitution,
isolation, and engineering controls
• Replicated process from WAIO to identify
opportunities to implement hard controls that
address our top fatal risks
• Asset governed capital allocation for the
implementation of hard controls, which was out of
budget spend approved by the Asset President
• Supported by a simplified capital approval process
• Enabled site teams to develop and deliver safety
hard controls focused on the reduction of fatal risks
in their workplace
• Sites were required to justify the projects to Head of
HSE and Head of Continuous Improvement, and
show:
• Project was a hard control
• Project mitigated a fatal risk
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Safety Hard Controls

BMA invests $18.9M in hard controls against fatal risks in FY20, &
Significant Events for target areas have reduced by >50% v FY19
The BMA Safety Hard Controls Program has
enabled capital funding for 130 hard controls
to be implemented in FY20

A simplified approach to funding approval
and a focus from the Graduate Business
Case challenge has helped to progress ideas

• In late FY19, BMA embarked on a replication
of the successful WAIO “Safety Top Down”
program.

• Access to capital for safety hard control
implementation simplified, reduced paperwork
and removed the need for Investment Review
Committee review, through approval by
HoHSE and HoCI and GM.
• Of $20M approved through IRC for FY20,
$18.9M has been endorsed for 130 projects.

• Strong collaboration across CI, HSE and
Operations developed a prioritised list
of opportunities based on actual hazard and
event data.
• Project spend approved across the following
risk categories:
• Confined space
• Dropped objects
• Electrocution
• Line of fire
• Mobile Equipment
• Respirable Dust
• Rotating and moving equipment
• Working at Heights
• Working in and around water

Coal Grad Business Case Challenge Winner LED
Cable Wraps (seen above), approved at CVM &
GRM, will provide visibility on nightshift to eliminate
the risk of driving over cables, which could result in
electrocution

Notes:
• SE data as at 8th of June 2020. FY20 data has been annualised
• Significant Incidents refer to AL1+PL4+ and Near Misses
• Main targeted categories that have seen reduction of total Significant Incidents from 125 SI in FY19 to 60 SI in
FY20 (annualised): Vehicles and Mobile Equipment, Dropped/Falling objects, Electrical and Fall from height
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Around 70 hard controls have been completed
<
WA1200 Loader Splitter Unit,
approved at Goonyella
Riverside Mine & replicating,
significantly reduces
personnel/vehicular
interactions and crush risks.

>
Blackwater 793 Chassis
access platform eliminates
working at heights risk
<
BMA Hay Point installed a permanent
platform over the 10AP in-load belt,
eliminating working at heights risks &
scaffolding requirements for conveyor
maintenance
"I felt excited that I could do my job
better, that my idea came to fruition“
Lou Lette, a contractor in the Terminal
Maintenance team at Hay Point
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FY21 and beyond approach
FATALITY ELIMINATION PROJECT
Focus on two fronts:
• Delivering a step change in the utilisation of hard controls on key risks: Control Shift
• Driving a stronger more positive Safe to Speak Up culture underpinned with an
enhanced operating discipline: Human Performance

OVER THE PAST 20 YEARS WE HAVE SEEN A
CONSIDERABLE IMPROVEMENT IN FATALITY
PERFORMANCE AND IN THE LAST FEW
YEARS A REDUCTION IN INJURIES WITH
FATALITY POTENTIAL, BUT WE ARE STILL
NOT WHERE WE WANT TO BE – A FATALITY
FREE WORKPLACE.

THE CEO COMMITMENT TO
REDUCE NEAR MISSES WITH
FATALITY POTENTIAL 90%
WITHIN 5 YEARS, WITH A 40%
REDUCTION IN THE FIRST 2
YEARS.

SAFETY HARD
CONTROLS
CASE STUDIES
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Komatsu Tunesafe Kit Fatality elimination project –
Live Work elimination for hydraulic and engine adjustments
Problem ?
•

Personnel are EXPOSED TO HIGH RISK
(stored energy) when conducting machine Live
Testing

•

BHP is looking to remove fatal risks and
conventional Live Testing or exclusive control.
This needs to be removed as an acceptable
practice on our sites.

•

There has been Fatalities and near misses
associated with Live Testing throughout the
mining industry across many yrs
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Komatsu Tunesafe Kit -

What is the value for us?

Safety and Culture Improvement:
Safety – Negating the requirement of exclusive control conditions when conducting hydraulic and engine adjustments. This removes maintenance
personnel from conducting live testing while completing maintenance activities
Culture – Investing in new technologies to remove fatal risk and remove live testing from harm to the workforce
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Komatsu Tunesafe Kit -
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Tracked Elevated Device and
additional accessories
Fatality elimination project –
Removing people from the line of fire when completing maintenance tasks
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Tracked Elevated Device and
additional accessories
Fatality elimination project –
Removing people from the line of fire when completing maintenance tasks
What is the value for us?

Safety and Culture Improvement: BOS Initiatives program
Safety – Negating the requirement for lifting of heavy replacement
maintenance parts, using zero gravity arm tools to hold the weight of
tooling .
Productivity – Making the maintenance teams job and tasks, easier,
simpler and allowing a more diverse workforce.
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Mobile Hydraulic power pack
Fatality elimination project –
Removing Exclusive control and people from the line of fire when changing hydraulic cylinders

What is the value for us?

Safety and Culture Improvement: BOS Initiatives program
Safety – Negating the requirement of exclusive control conditions when replacing cylinders on
excavators.
Productivity – Negating communication delays between maintenance technicians in the line
of fire and the excavator operator when finding the no-load ‘sweet spot’ as the power pack
enables the technicians to control the hydraulic movement directly
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Elimination tooling
Magnetic based measuring sensors

Magnetic based directional camera W/ Tablet

CAT external Brake Bleed Kit

Remote Bluetooth Pressure gauges
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Implementing and sustaining the change
Project Operational Readiness and review cycle
Through the Operational readiness process all projects where review with engagement from the end users or front line, this is the most
important part of delivering a high quality sustainable project.
Through this process a training program is established with crew champions to help drive the projects through delivery and ensure
sustainability and rollout to all teams.

Solving fatal exposures is not a problem that we can just throw
money at and hope it goes away. We need to create a sustainable
and deliberate step change by removing risk through appropriate,
considered and engaged controls that completely remove the risks.
These also need to follow a continuous improvement cycle where we
plan, do, check and act, this ensures that the controls are effective
and sustainable in the future with the learning carried on.
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